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Abstract: Automatic classiﬁcation of sentiment data (e.g., reviews, blogs) has many applications in enterprise user
management systems, and can help us understand people’s attitudes about products or services. However, it is
diﬃcult to train an accurate sentiment classiﬁer for diﬀerent domains. One of the major reasons is that people often
use diﬀerent words to express the same sentiment in diﬀerent domains, and we cannot easily ﬁnd a direct mapping
relationship between them to reduce the diﬀerences between domains. So, the accuracy of the sentiment classiﬁer
will decline sharply when we apply a classiﬁer trained in one domain to other domains. In this paper, we propose a
novel approach called words alignment based on association rules (WAAR) for cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation,
which can establish an indirect mapping relationship between domain-speciﬁc words in diﬀerent domains by learning
the strong association rules between domain-shared words and domain-speciﬁc words in the same domain. In this
way, the diﬀerences between the source domain and target domain can be reduced to some extent, and a more
R
accurate cross-domain classiﬁer can be trained. Experimental results on Amazon
datasets show the eﬀectiveness
of our approach on improving the performance of cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation.
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1 Introduction
With the continuing development of information technology, ever more data is becoming available, which increases the need for automatic tools
for analysis and mining. In recent years, there has
been a lot of focus on automatic sentiment classiﬁcation of text, which can provide useful information
‡
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to customers, companies, and expert systems to
make decisions (Balazs and Velasquez, 2016) by mining users’ interests and attitudes toward products
in large-scale product reviews. Applications include
analysis of online product evaluations and comments
on social media, public opinion forums, etc. Thus,
the sentiment classiﬁcation of text has become a hot
research topic in recent years.
In many cases, supervised classiﬁcation methods can perform well in sentiment classiﬁcation and
are widely used in analyzing the sentiments of movie
reviews (Pang et al., 2002; Zhuang et al., 2006), product reviews (Dave et al., 2003), etc. However, supervised classiﬁcation methods need two conditions
to ensure classiﬁcation accuracy. First, they need
suﬃcient and well-labeled instances in a problem
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domain so that the model can be trained suﬃciently.
Second, the training data and the test data need
to have the same distribution so that the test data
can share the information obtained from the training data. However, it is not always easy or feasible
to obtain new labeled data in a target domain, and
sentiment classiﬁcation is widely known as a domaindependent problem (Blitzer et al., 2007). This means
that a sentiment classiﬁer trained in one domain with
plenty of labeled data may not perform well in another domain. This is because people always tend to
use diﬀerent words to express the same emotion in
diﬀerent domains, so it is diﬃcult to design a robust
sentiment classiﬁer that can be eﬀectively used for
diﬀerent domains. Indeed, sentiment word lexicons
are always diﬀerent when evaluating diﬀerent products or services in diﬀerent domains. Each domain
has many domain-speciﬁc sentiment words that are
not relevant in other domains. For example, in the
domain of Electronics product reviews, the words
‘durable’ and ‘portable’ are often used as positive
words to express the durability and convenience of
products (e.g., “These TV sets were durable and had
good quality” or “The recorder is completely portable
and very light in weight”). However, they are seldom
used in the Books domain or Hotel domain to express
emotions. So, the sentiment classiﬁer trained in the
Books domain (can be seen as the source domain)
cannot accurately predict the sentiment of ‘durable’
and ‘portable’ in the Electronics domain (can be seen
as the target domain). This raises a research ﬁeld
called cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation.
To tackle this problem, a natural solution is to
train a domain-speciﬁc sentiment classiﬁer for each
target domain by using the labeled data in that domain (Pang et al., 2002). However, this natural solution is infeasible for practical applications due to
an inability to accurately calculate the number of
domains involved in online reviews and the huge
cost required to annotate enough samples for each
domain (Pan et al., 2010). In addition, although
there may be some diﬀerent sentiment lexicons in
diﬀerent domains, they can still provide knowledge
of general sentiment words or domain-shared words
(e.g., ‘even’, ‘more’, and ‘good’). Thus, learning
the relationships between domain-speciﬁc words and
domain-shared words is also useful in cross-domain
sentiment classiﬁer training. In addition, large-scale
unlabeled reviews in a domain are usually much
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easier and cheaper to get than labeled reviews, and
can provide useful sentiment knowledge for selecting domain-shared words and learning the associations of domain-speciﬁc words from these domainshared words. For example, if ‘more’ is a domainshared word and ‘perfect’ and ‘support’ are domainspeciﬁc words in the Electronics domain and the
Books domain, respectively, two association rules
can be ‘(more ⇒perfect) = 0.083 445 95’ and ‘(more
⇒support) = 0.083 057 851’, which are learned from
unlabeled reviews in the Electronics domain and the
Books domain, respectively. Because the domainspeciﬁc words ‘perfect’ and ‘support’ have strong associations with domain-shared word ‘more’ in two
diﬀerent domains, they probably have a sentiment
relationship in diﬀerent domains and can make up a
word pair that can reduce the diﬀerence between two
domains. If we can ﬁnd all word pairs in the source
domain and target domain by domain-shared words,
then we can reduce the diﬀerence between the source
and target domains. Thus, in addition to the labeled
reviews of the source domain, many unlabeled reviews in the source domain and target domain can
be used to create a mapping between the domains
for cross-domain sentiment classiﬁer training.
Motivated by the above observations, we propose a new approach called words alignment based
on association rules (WAAR) by establishing an indirect mapping relationship between domain-speciﬁc
words via domain-shared words. The sentiment
words that express the same emotion in diﬀerent
domains may be related to each other, but it is
not feasible to establish a direct mapping relationship between them. Therefore, our approach aims to
establish an indirect mapping relationship between
domain-speciﬁc words via the domain-shared words
(Pan et al., 2010). Speciﬁcally, two kinds of sentiment information extracted from the source domain
and the target domain are used in our approach to
establish an indirect mapping relationship that can
be used to train a cross-domain sentiment classiﬁer. The ﬁrst kind of information is domain-speciﬁc
and domain-shared sentiment knowledge in two domains, which can be extracted from unlabeled reviews to avoid the high cost of manual annotation.
The second kind of information is the direct mapping
between domain-speciﬁc words and domain-shared
words in the same domain, which are mined from
the reviews of two domains, respectively. We propose
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a weighted direct graph-based evaluation model for
correlation to illustrate the mapping relationship
between domain-speciﬁc words and domain-shared
words. Based on the constructed mapping graph,
the domain-speciﬁc words achieve alignment by establishing an indirect mapping relationship between
domain-speciﬁc words via domain-shared words. An
eﬀective cross-domain sentiment classiﬁer is trained
using meaningful features, is constructed using the
indirect mapping relationship, and can reveal similar
syntactic relations between domain-speciﬁc words in
diﬀerent domains. The experimental results show
that our approach can eliminate some of the diﬀerences between domains and improve the performance
of sentiment classiﬁcation.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1. We borrow a strategy modiﬁed by Pan et al.
(2010) to extract the domain-speciﬁc words and
domain-shared words from unlabeled reviews for
each domain. In addition, we propose an approach
by using the association rule learning method based
on the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994)
to learn the direct mapping relationship between
domain-speciﬁc words and domain-shared words in
the same domain.
2. We propose a weighted direct graph-based
evaluation model for correlation to establish an indirect mapping relationship between domain-speciﬁc
words in diﬀerent domains via domain-shared words.
3. We evaluate the WAAR approach using
extensive experiments on benchmark sentiment
datasets and the experimental results validate the
eﬀectiveness of our approach.

2 Related work
The aim of sentiment polarity recognition is to
automatically predict the sentiment polarity (e.g.,
positive and negative) of a piece of text. Many machine learning algorithms have been proposed for
opinion-oriented information retrieval (also known
as opinion mining and sentiment analysis), including unsupervised learning (Turney, 2002), supervised learning (Pang et al., 2002), graph-based semisupervised learning (Goldberg and Zhu, 2006), and
matrix-based decomposition (Li et al., 2009; Zhou
et al., 2015). However, these studies focus mainly on
the single-domain problem, and sentiment polarity
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recognition of text is widely known as a domaindependent task. Cross-domain sentiment analysis
was proposed to alleviate the need for repeated training of single-domain sentiment classiﬁers by using
available training data from a source domain, along
with little or no training data from the target domain to train the target classiﬁer. Three major approaches to cross-domain sentiment analysis are reviewed in this section: instance adaptation, feature
adaptation, and model adaptation.
There are several studies that have proposed
instance adaptation for cross-domain classiﬁcation
(Zadrozny, 2004; Jiang and Zhai, 2007; Schölkopf
et al., 2007). The basic idea of instance adaptation
approaches is to resample source domain instances
to equalize the distribution of each sample and train
a classiﬁer for the target domain based on resampled
source domain datasets. However, even though the
methods based on instance adaptation are simple,
they do not work when there are tremendous diﬀerences between source domains and target domains.
The basic idea of feature adaptation approaches
is to transform the data representations of source domains into target domains so that they present the
same joint distribution of observations and labels.
Blitzer et al. (2007) proposed the structural correspondence learning (SCL) algorithm to exploit domain adaptation techniques for sentiment classiﬁcation. SCL was inspired by the alternating structural
optimization (ASO) multitask learning algorithm,
which was proposed by Ando and Zhang (2005). The
main idea of SCL is to achieve feature alignment
in diﬀerent domains by choosing a set of pivot features and modeling the correlations between ‘pivot
features’ and other features (called ‘non-pivot features’). Pan et al. (2010) proposed a spectral feature
alignment (SFA) algorithm to ﬁnd an alignment between domain-speciﬁc and domain-independent features by performing spectral clustering based on a bipartite graph, which is constructed based on their cooccurring relationship between domain-speciﬁc and
domain-independent features. Glorot et al. (2011)
proposed a sentiment-domain adaptation method
based on a deep learning technique named stacked
denoising auto-encoders (SDA) to learn a high-level
representation that can capture generic concepts using the unlabeled data from multiple domains to
achieve abstract feature alignment in diﬀerent domains. However, the SDA algorithm training with
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gradient descent or other optimization algorithms
is slow and highly depends on the initial values.
To solve this problem, Chen et al. (2012) proposed
the mSDA algorithm, which preserves strong feature
learning capabilities without using the optimization
algorithm to learn the parameters.
Wu et al. (2010b) proposed an iterative algorithm based on model adaptation that integrates
opinion orientations of reviews into a graph-ranking
algorithm for cross-domain sentiment analysis. The
algorithm can compensate for a shortage of labeled reviews in target domains and use an iterative
method to update the target domain model for text
sentiment analysis. Wu et al. (2010a) also proposed a
method that is based on the random-walk model by
simultaneously using reviews and sentiment words
from both the source and target domains for crossdomain sentiment analysis.
There are several other ways to overcome the
feature divergence problem by creating a common
sentiment-sensitive distributional thesaurus for every possible domain. Bollegala et al. (2013) proposed a cross-domain sentiment classiﬁer by grouping diﬀerent words expressing the same sentiment
into one thesaurus and to some extent solve the feature mismatch problem in cross-domain sentiment
classiﬁcation. The method is eﬀective in multiple
domains, but it does not ﬁt a single domain. Pantelis et al. (2018) created a tool called DidaxTo to
extract domain-oriented sentiment words to be used
in an unsupervised classiﬁcation approach to discover patterns. Li et al. (2012) proposed a method
named topic correlation analysis (TCA) for crossdomain text classiﬁcation, which solves the feature
divergence problem in view of topics.
Reviews above show that extracting sentimentsensitive words from the source domain and target
domain and establishing a bridge to align the sentiment polarity of domain-speciﬁc words in diﬀerent
domains is a good way to use a sentiment classiﬁer trained in one domain to the others. However,
current word-alignment solutions based on the cooccurrence matrix are not good at revealing relationships, so classiﬁcation accuracy is still not suﬃcient.
Therefore, we propose an unsupervised approach to
achieve alignment of domain-speciﬁc words by using
association rules to explore more accurate relationships and improve the performance of cross-domain
sentiment classiﬁcation.
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3 Problem description
For ease of explanation, in this study, we explain
only the problem of aligning domain-speciﬁc words
from one labeled domain (the source domain) to one
unlabeled domain (the target domain) in detail. The
problem of achieving alignment of domain-speciﬁc
words from multiple source domains is regarded as
a future work. We denote the source domain as Ds
and the target domain as Dt . The number of labeled
reviews in the source domain is expressed as ns , and
the pair of instances in the source domain (Xsi , Ysi )
means the ith sentence instance and its corresponding sentiment label Ysi , where Ysi ∈ {+1, −1}, and
+1 and −1 are sentiment labels. There are only nt
unlabeled reviews in the target domain, and each
review is denoted as Xti :
s
Ds = {(Xsi , Ysi )}ni=1
,

Dt =

t
{(Xti )}ni=1
.

(1)
(2)

The task of a cross-domain sentiment classiﬁer is to determine the sentiment polarity of unlabeled datasets from Dt based on the given source
domain information Ds . However, the source domain datasets and target domain datasets follow different distributions, because diﬀerent words are used
in diﬀerent domains to express sentiment or describe
characteristics, such as the examples in Table 1. So,
to train an accurate classiﬁer to predict the sentiment
polarity of unlabeled data from Dt , there are three
main subtasks that concern the alignment of domainspeciﬁc sentiment words in diﬀerent domains: (1)
identify the domain-shared words; (2) discover the
association rules between domain-speciﬁc words and
domain-shared words; (3) align the domain-speciﬁc
words. Previously, a uniﬁed vocabulary set V for all
domains needed to be extracted from all datasets
and |V | = m, and single words or n-grams can be
included in the vocabulary set V as features to represent sentiment data. In the ﬁrst subtask, we aim
to ﬁnd the domain-shared words that are frequently
used and have similar sentiment polarity in both Ds
and Dt . These domain-shared words can be used as
a bridge to establish a direct mapping relationship
with domain-speciﬁc words in each domain. Then,
an indirect mapping relationship between domainspeciﬁc words in diﬀerent domains will be established via the domain-shared words. In the second
subtask, we aim to obtain strong association rules
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between domain-shared words and domain-speciﬁc
words: we use r (itemsh ⇒ itemsp ) to establish a
direct mapping relationship between domain-shared
words and domain-speciﬁc words in the same domain; itemsh and itemsp denote the domain-shared
words and domain-speciﬁc words, respectively. The
association rules are used to establish an indirect
mapping relationship between domain-speciﬁc words
from diﬀerent domains. In the third subtask, we aim
to align domain-speciﬁc words from both domains by
counting the number of domain-shared words that
all have strong association rules between domainspeciﬁc words from diﬀerent domains. The diﬀerence between domain-speciﬁc words from diﬀerent
domains can be reduced by establishing an indirect
mapping relationship between domain-speciﬁc words
from diﬀerent domains via domain-shared words.

4 Words alignment based on association rules
In this section, we describe our algorithm to
adapt association rules mining techniques to establish an indirect mapping relationship between
domain-speciﬁc words from diﬀerent domains for
cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation. The detailed
ﬂow of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. The raw features of reviews for text classiﬁcation problems are
either single words or n-grams that represent sentiment data. In the following subsections, we describe
how to identify domain-shared words, discover the
rules, and align the domain-speciﬁc words from different domains.
4.1 Identifying domain-shared words
Pan et al. (2010) explored many possible methods that can be used to identify likely domain-shared
words. We assume that if the words have higher correlation in every domain, they are more likely to be
treated as domain-shared features. Here, we denote
the judging process function as φshared (·). Following the principle of the judging process function, m
domain-shared words are selected from the vocabulary set V by using the supervised selection criteria. Pan et al. (2010) used a decision criterion modiﬁed from the mutual information criterion to select
domain-shared words, by computing mutual information to measure the dependence between words
from the vocabulary set V and domains from the do-
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main variable set D. We also use this strategy to
measure the possibility of a word x being a domainshared word by counting its occurrence frequency
in every domain. The evaluation function of the
possibility of a word being a domain-shared word is
calculated as follows:



p(x, d)
p(x, d) log2
, (3)
φshared (x; D) =
p(x)p(d)
d∈D

where x is the word being assessed, D is the domain
variable set, and d is an element of D. The joint
probability p(x, d) denotes the probability of the cooccurrence of x and d in the given sentiment reviews.
p(x) and p(d) denote the marginal probabilities of x
and d, respectively.
In the two-domain problem, φshared (x; Ds ) and
φshared (x; Dt ) are computed for all words in the entire vocabulary set V . The l words that have the
smaller values of φshared (x; D) are treated as the set
of domain-shared words; the remaining m − l words
are deemed domain-speciﬁc words. Here, l is an empirical value that represents the number of domainshared words.
4.2 Discovering the rules
After selecting the domain-shared words based
on the above strategies, we can identify the domainspeciﬁc words. Then, we need to obtain a direct mapping relationship between the domain-shared words
and domain-speciﬁc words by using association rules.
For this purpose, we use the Apriori algorithm proposed by Agrawal and Srikant (1994), which is often
used to determine association rules between items
in large datasets. For better understanding, we also
construct a directed graph to present the discovered
relationships between all words.
As its name implies, the Apriori algorithm uses
prior knowledge of the k th itemset to search the
(k + 1)th itemset with the candidate sets and the
least support s. In this study, we need only 2 itemsets to reﬂect the mapping relationship between a
domain-shared word and a domain-speciﬁc word.
The pseudo-code description of the Apriori algorithm
to discover the 2 itemsets and mine the strong association rules is given in Algorithm 1, where the minsupport and min-conﬁdence are empirical values.
The support is deﬁned as the probability of
1
2
and {item2j }nj=1
,
items being included in {item1i }ni=1
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Table 1 Positive (+) and negative (−) sentiment reviews in the Books and the Electronics domains
Books

Electronics

−

The book is ﬁlled with typos and grammatical errors,
too easy for me; It’s bad; What a disappointment it was!

+

This is an excellent novel, worth to read.

+

It’s a very good book, with beautiful pictures.

Bad investment!!! I’m really disappointed all I have a
charger that doesn’t work.
They were comfortable, aﬀordable, lightweight, durable,
and had good sound quality.
Easy to use, nice (in appearance).

Boldfaced text indicates domain-specific words, which are much more frequent in one domain than in the other. Underlined words
are domain-shared words, which are frequently used in both domains and have the same sentiment polarity

and it is calculated as follows:
support(item) = P (item).

(4)

The conﬁdence is deﬁned as the conditional
probability of itemsp and itemsh , calculated as
follows:
confidence(itemsh ⇒ itemsp ) = P (itemsp | itemsh ).
(5)
In this study, to have a better understanding
of the relationships among words based on learned
strong association rules, we construct a weighted directed graph G = {Vitemsh ∪ Vitemsp , E} to ﬁnd the
relationships between the domain-speciﬁc words in
Ds and Dt (Fig. 2). The directed graph G contains
the union of domain-shared vertex set Vitemsh and
domain-speciﬁc vertex set Vitemsp , where each vertex is simply a word from the corresponding set. In
this study, we use the conﬁdence value of rules to
denote the correlation between itemsh and itemsp .
The weight of an edge that connects itemsh and
itemsp in the graph expresses the correlation between
itemsh and itemsp . The speciﬁc computing formula
of the relativity is shown in Eq. (5). To visualize
the extent of correlation, we use the distance along

Preprocessing
Source
domain

Raw
features

the vertical direction to represent the weight. In
Fig. 2, the set of domain-shared words is denoted
as Vitemsh = {SH1 , SH2 }, and the set of domainspeciﬁc words is denoted as Vitemsp = Vsps ∪ Vspt ,
where Vsps = {SP1s , SP2s , SP3s , SP4s , SP5s } and Vspt =
{SP6t , SP7t , SP8t , SP9t } are the sets of source and target domain-speciﬁc words, respectively. We also ﬁnd
that the correlation between SH1 and SP1s is smaller
than the correlation between SH1 and SP4s .
4.3 Aligning domain-specific words
According to the graph spectral theory (Chung,
1997), two vertices would be considered similar or
have strong correlation if they are connected by
multiple common vertices. In this study, we employ this assumption to realize the domain-speciﬁc
words alignment; i.e., if two domain-speciﬁc words
are related with multiple domain-shared words, the
two domain-speciﬁc words are considered to be
correlated.
Using the vertices in Fig. 2, the basic ﬂow of
aligning the domain-speciﬁc words in diﬀerent domains is described as follows:
1. We ﬁnd that there are some vertices in Fig. 2
Domainspecific words
Discover
rules

Reviews
Domainshared words
Preprocessing

Target
domain

Raw
features

Reviews

Cross-domain sentiment
classification model

Discover
rules
Domainspecific words

Learning
method

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed method

Align domainspecific words
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Algorithm 1 Apriori algorithm

1

=

{item11 ,

item12 , . . . ,

1

2. Find the frequent 2 itemsets with the help of the
min-support and 1 itemset and delete the frequent 2
itemsets that contain only domain-shared words or
domain-speciﬁc words:
1
1
n2
2
{item2j }n
j=1 = {(itemsh , itemsp )j }1 ,

where n2 is the number of items in the 2 itemsets and
item2j denotes the association rule between domainshared word item1sh and domain-speciﬁc word item1sp
in the same domain. The frequency of items included
2
in {item2j }n
j=1 must satisfy the min-support. The
formula of support is shown in Eq. (4).
3. Obtain the strong association rules between domainshared and domain-speciﬁc words for two domains
based on the min-conﬁdence:
rulej = r ((itemsh ⇒ itemsp )j ),
where the minimal conﬁdence is noted as minconﬁdence, and the strong association rule is built
when the conditional probability of itemsp and
itemsh is larger than min-conﬁdence. The formula
of conﬁdence is shown in Eq. (5).
4. Finally, the meaningful rule set learned by the Apriori
algorithm is denoted as RS:
r
RS = {rulej }n
j=1 ,

where nr is the number of rules in the set of strong
association rules and rulej is a rule for the j th word
pair:
(itemsh ⇒ itemsp )j .
Output: strong association rules between domainshared and domain-speciﬁc words are denoted as
r (itemsh ⇒ itemsp ).

that have approximately equal vertical distances
with domain-shared words SH1 and SH2 , respectively. We assume that the values of vertical distance
are similar when the diﬀerence of vertical distances

6

2

SPt

SPs

Domain-specific
words

item1n1 },

where n1 is the number of items in 1 itemset, and
item1i is an item in Vitemsh or Vitemsp . The frequency
1
of items included in {item1i }n
i=1 must satisfy the minimal support that is noted as min-support. The formula for support is shown in Eq. (4).

Domain-shared
words

SH

SPs

1. Find the frequent 1 itemset based on the min-support:
1
{item1i }n
i=1

2

SH

Input: reviews of Ds and Dt ; domain-shared words
set Vitemsh ; domain-speciﬁc words set Vitemsp ; minsupport and min-conﬁdence.

3

7

SPs

SPt

5

4

8

SPs

SPs

9

SPt

SPt

Fig. 2 Directed graph example of domain-shared
and domain-speciﬁc words, where the blank circles
and the shadow circles represent domain-shared and
domain-speciﬁc words, respectively

The directed links between circles (one-way arrow) express the strong association between domain-shared and
domain-speciﬁc words. The directed links in the vertical direction (two-way arrow) are used to visualize the
extent of correlation

from domain-speciﬁc words (i.e., spas ) to domainshared words (i.e., SHi ) is no more than an empirical
parameter ε, i.e., r (SHi ⇒ spas ) ≈ r (SHi ⇒ SPbt ), if
|r (SHi ⇒ spas ) − r (SHi ⇒ SPbt )| ≤ ε. We can ﬁnd
these similar relations in Fig. 2:
r(SH1 ⇒ SP1s ) ≈ r(SH1 ⇒ SP2s ) ≈ r(SH1 ⇒ SP6t ),
(6)
r(SH1 ⇒ SP4s ) ≈ r(SH1 ⇒ SP5s ) ≈ r(SH1 ⇒ SP8t ),
(7)
r(SH2 ⇒ SP2s ) ≈ r(SH2 ⇒ SP6t ),
r(SH ⇒
2

SP5s )

≈ r(SH ⇒
2

SP8t )

(8)
≈ r(SH ⇒
2

SP9t ),
(9)

where SPas and SPbt are domain-speciﬁc words from
Ds and Dt , respectively.
2. We need to identify word pairs. In the previous stage, we found some similar relations:
r(SH1 ⇒ SP2s ) ≈ r (SH1 ⇒ SP6t ),

(10)

r(SH ⇒

(11)

2

SP2s )

≈ r (SH ⇒
2

SP6t ).

In these similar relations, both of the domain-speciﬁc
words SP2s and SP6t have a direct mapping relationship with the domain-shared words SH1 and SH2 .
So, we conclude that couple = {SP2s , SP6t } is a word
pair. After repeating this operation, k word pairs
{couplei }ki=1 are obtained.
3. We need to align the domain-speciﬁc words.
We assume that each word pair obtained above belongs to a cluster and all words in a single cluster
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have the same features. In this way, most of the
domain-speciﬁc words from Ds and Dt are clustered
in corresponding clusters, which will create an indirect mapping relationship between domain-speciﬁc
words from diﬀerent domains. So, for each sentiment sentence Xi , where Xi ∈ {Ds , Dt }, the new
representation is described as
i = [SH1 , . . . , SHl , couple1 , . . . , couplek ],
X

(12)

i ∈ R1×(l+k) . The feature
where Xi ∈ R1×m and X

dimension of Xi is l + k. Each of the feature dimensions is a binary value. A word from Xi that appears
i has a feature value 1; otherwise, the feature
in X
value is 0.
4.4 Algorithm summary and time complexity
analysis
The whole WAAR approach process for crossdomain sentiment classiﬁcation is summarized and
presented in Algorithm 2.
The time complexity of our approach depends
mainly on the computation of aligning the domainspeciﬁc words in two domains, including the selection
of domain-shared words, the learning of strong association rules, and the establishment of an indirect
mapping relationship. The computation is based on
the number of domain-shared words l, the number
of 1 itemset n1 , and the numbers of domain-speciﬁc
words in two domains ms and mt . The WAAR time
complexity is O(n2 + ms +l · mt + ms · mt ) ≈ O(n2 ).
The time complexity of the SFA algorithm (Pan
et al., 2010) is O(n3 ) (Ding et al., 2014), which depends mainly on the spectral clustering on a bipartite
graph. So, we can conclude that our approach is superior to SFA in terms of time cost and has better
performance in a big data stream than SFA.

5 Experiment and analysis
In this section, we will introduce our experiments and show the eﬀectiveness of our WAAR approach for cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation.
5.1 Datasets
We evaluate our approach on the benchmark
datasets of Blitzer et al. (2007), which include cusR
tomer reviews of Amazon
products. The datasets
include four product domains: Books (B), DvDs (D),
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Algorithm 2 Words alignment based on association
rules for cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation
Input: labeled
source
domain
data
Ds
=
s
{(Xsi , Ysi )}n
unlabeled target domain data
i=1 ;
t
Dt = {(Xti )}n
i=1 ; number of domain-shared words
l; number of word pairs k; min-support and
min-conﬁdence.
1. According to the procedure in Section 4.1 and Eq. (3),
select l domain-shared words from sets Ds and Dt .
The remaining m − l words are deemed domainspeciﬁc words.
2. Discover the rules set RS using the Apriori algorithm
in Section 4.2:
r
RS = {rulej }n
j=1 ,

where nr is the size of RS and rule = (itemsh ⇒
itemSP ).
3. Construct a directed graph G based on the learned
rules in set RS. In G, vertices denote domain-shared
words and domain-speciﬁc words, edges express the
correlation, and the relative weight r is equal to the
conﬁdence value of the rule.
4. Use the similarity of mined rules to ﬁnd k word
pairs of domain-speciﬁc words from Ds and Dt . The
standard to distinguish is |r (SHi ⇒ SPas )−r (SHi ⇒
SPbt )| ≤ ε, where i ∈ (0, l) and ε is an empirical
value. Then the domain-speciﬁc words SPas and SPbt
can form a word pair.
5. The new feature representation of Xi is described
i = [SH1 , . . . , SHl , couple , . . . , couple ], where
as X
1
k
i ∈ R1×(l+k) , and the feature value of dimension is
X
1 or 0.
6. Return the cross-domain sentiment classiﬁer support
s , Ys )}ns .
vector machine trained on {(X
i
i
i=1
Output: cross-domain sentiment classiﬁer f : X → Y .

Electronics (E), and Kitchen (K). Each review has
been assigned a sentiment label, +1 (positive review)
or −1 (negative review), based on the rating scores
given by the reviewers. Each domain has 1000 positive reviews, 1000 negative reviews, and thousands
of unlabeled reviews. The details of the datasets
are shown in Table 2. In these datasets, we will
make full use of reviews in the four domains to create 12 cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation tasks to
test the performance of our approach: D→B, E→B,
K→B, B→D, E→D, K→D, B→E, D→E, K→E,
B→K, D→K, E→K, where the domain at the left
of an arrow represents the source domain and the
domain at the right of an arrow represents the target
domain.
In this study, each review is expressed as a
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R
Table 2 Detailed description of Amazon
datasets
used for experiments

Books
DvDs
Electronics
Kitchen

mentioned in Glorot et al. (2011):
ρ(Ds , Dt ) =

Number of reviews

Domain
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Positive

Negative

Non-labeled

All

1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000
1000
1000

4465
3586
5681
5945

6465
5586
7681
7945

feature set that is composed of single words or bigrams and converted into a vector that is 0 or 1.
The detailed preprocessing corresponds to the settings in Blitzer et al. (2007) and Pan et al. (2010).
To reduce the computational cost, we ﬁlter out the
stop words and the words that appear fewer than
three times in both domains. We select only the top
5000 words that have higher information gain (Yang
and Pedersen, 1997) in the vocabulary set V as the
representation of input vectors.
5.2 Procedure
To verify the eﬀectiveness of our proposed approach, we make the comparison with several reference algorithms:
1. NoTransf (Pan et al., 2010), a classiﬁer, such
as support vector machine, which is directly trained
with data in Ds and tested on data in Dt .
2. SCL (Blitzer et al., 2007), which adopts
structural correspondence learning for sentiment
classiﬁcation.
3. SFA (Pan et al., 2010), which aligns words
from source domains and target domains to bridge
the gaps between them. Our approach is largely
based on this algorithm.
For all the above cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation tasks, each classiﬁer is trained with all available labeled data in the source domain and tested on
all the data in the target domain. For example, in
the task of D→B, the classiﬁer is trained with 2000
labeled reviews in the D domain and tested on 2000
reviews in the B domain. We initialize parameters in
our experiments as follows: l = 600, min-support =
0.014, min-conﬁdence = 0.08, and ε = 0.005. In this
study, we use the transfer ratio to calculate the mean
transfer error in all tasks to evaluate the performance
of the cross-domain sentiment classiﬁer. The transfer ratio ρ(Ds , Dt ) and transfer loss t(Ds , Dt ) were

1
n


(Ds ,Dt )Ds =Dt

e(Ds , Dt )
,
eb (Dt , Dt )

t(Ds , Dt ) = e(Ds , Dt ) − eb (Dt , Dt ),

(13)
(14)

where n = 12 is the number of cross-domain
sentiment classiﬁcation tasks. The deﬁnitions of
e(Ds , Dt ) and eb (Dt , Dt ) were mentioned by Glorot
et al. (2011).
5.3 Results
Table 3, Figs. 3, and 4 show a comparison of our
approach with four reference algorithms on the accuracy of cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation, transfer loss, and transfer ratio, respectively.
Table 3 shows that the NoTransf method is less
accurate than the other algorithms in all tasks. This
implies that knowledge transfer between domains
can improve the accuracy of cross-domain sentiment
recognition. The accuracy of WAAR and SFA is
higher than SCL in 11 tasks, except the task of B→E.
This implies that the method of aligning domainspeciﬁc words with the help of domain-shared words
(also called ‘domain-independent words’ in Pan et al.
(2010)) can reduce the diﬀerence between domains.
Compared with SFA, WAAR performs poorer in
tasks E→B, B→K, D→K, and E→K, because there
are some domain-speciﬁc words that cannot be perfectly aligned in domains using an association rule
algorithm when compared with SFA. In these cases,
SFA can cause more informative models to align
domain-speciﬁc words by feature extraction. However, we also ﬁnd that the accuracy of WAAR in two
tasks (K→B and K→E) is higher than SFA and SCL
by only 0.1% and 0.01%, respectively. This means
that the accuracy of our approach is equal to those
of SFA and SCL in some cases when there is less difference between domains, depending on the domain
diﬀerence. As compared with SFA and SCL, WAAR
wins in seven tasks, and the accuracy is improved
by 0.01%–2.06%, with 0.7% on average. We can see
that an association rule algorithm such as the Apriori algorithm can also be used to learn the indirect
mapping relationship between domain-speciﬁc words
in diﬀerent domains via domain-shared words. However, the improved accuracy of the cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation of WAAR is lower in some domains (K→E and K→B). A possible reason is that
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Table 3 Accuracy of algorithms on 12 cross-domain
R
sentiment classiﬁcation tasks using the the Amazon
datasets

1.60
1.55
Transfer ratio
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1.50

Accuracy (%)

Task

1.45

NoTransf

SCL

SFA

WAAR

76.80
71.25
73.05
73.35
72.42
71.80
71.28
72.69
83.02
74.45
75.02
85.02

78.50
75.25
76.65
78.26
75.02
72.78
75.22
74.20
85.04
77.08
78.94
85.06

80.54
75.50
76.70
77.54
75.40
74.20
72.10
76.04
85.02
78.02
79.50
85.95

81.25
75.80
76.90
79.60
73.50
74.30
73.50
77.60
85.05
76.90
77.85
85.03

1.40

B→D
E→D
K→D
D→B
E→B
K→B
B→E
D→E
K→E
B→K
D→K
E→K

1.35
1.30
1.25
NoTransf

SFA
SCL
Algorithm

WAAR

R
Fig. 4 Transfer ratio of algorithms on Amazon
datasets

there are some words whose sentiment orientations
are diﬀerent in diﬀerent domains; for example, ‘easy’
is a positive word in the Kitchen domain and a negative word in the Books domain, as shown in Table 1.
So, the accuracy of a cross-domain sentiment classiﬁer decreases when words with sentiment orientation divergence in diﬀerent domains are selected as
domain-shared words.
Fig. 3 shows the transfer loss of all cross-domain
sentiment classiﬁcation tasks using four methods. As
shown in Fig. 3, the best transfer is achieved by our
approach in 8 of 12 tasks; SFA has better transfer loss when Electronics is the source domain. We
also ﬁnd that one task has a negative transfer loss
for SCL, SFA, and WAAR methods when the source
domain is Kitchen and the target domain is Electronics, which means that a classiﬁer trained with a
diﬀerent domain can outperform a classiﬁer trained
with the target domain.
Fig. 4 shows the transfer ratio of four methods
NoTransf

14

Best results are shown in bold
R
on Amazon
datasets. We ﬁnd that our approach
has a lower transfer ratio than other methods, so
we can conclude that the domain-speciﬁc words in
diﬀerent domains can be aligned by our approach to
some extent. Therefore, we conclude that making
full use of the relationship of domain-shared words
and domain-speciﬁc words can reduce the diﬀerence
between domains and improve the performance of
cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation.

5.4 Parameter sensitivity exploration
As described in Algorithm 2, there are four
empirical parameters in our algorithm, which are
the number of shared words l, the minimum support min-support, the minimum conﬁdence minSCL

SFA

WAAR

12

Transfer loss (%)

10
8
6
4
2
0
−2

B

D E

D K

D D

B E

B

K

B B
Task

E D

E

K

E B

K D

K E

K

R
Fig. 3 Transfer loss of algorithms on Amazon
datasets for 12 cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation tasks

References to color refer to the online version of this ﬁgure. B: Books; D: DvDs; E: Electronics; K: Kitchen
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conﬁdence, and the threshold ε for estimating the
correlation between two words.
In this subsection, we discuss how the four parameters inﬂuence the accuracy of the cross-domain
sentiment classiﬁer based on all cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation tasks on WAAR. We will ﬁx the
values of the other parameters when testing the inﬂuence of one parameter on the accuracy of crossdomain sentiment classiﬁcation.
In the ﬁrst experiment, we test the accuracy of
WAAR on the number of domain-shared words parameter l. In this experiment, we set s = 0.014,
c = 0.08, and ε = 0.005. The values of l vary
from 400 to 1100 (Figs. 5a and 5b). We can see
that the ideal l is approximately located in the range
[500, 700] and in this range, the accuracy of the algorithm is stable.
In the second experiment, we test the accuracy
of WAAR on the minimum support parameter minsupport. In this experiment, we set l = 600, c = 0.08,
and ε = 0.005. The values of min-support vary from
0.002 to 0.02 (Figs. 5c and 5d). We can see that the
ideal min-support is approximately located in the
range [0.008, 0.016] and in this range, the accuracy
of the algorithm is stable.
In the third experiment, we test the accuracy of
WAAR on the minimum conﬁdence parameter minconﬁdence. In this experiment, we set l = 600, s =
0.014, and ε = 0.005. The values of min-conﬁdence
are varied from 0.02 to 0.2 (Figs. 5e and 5f). We can
see that the ideal min-conﬁdence is approximately
located at the range [0.06, 0.12] and in this range,
the accuracy of the algorithm is stable.
In the last experiment, we test the accuracy of
WAAR on the threshold parameter ε. In this experiment, we set l = 600, s = 0.014, and c = 0.08.
The values of ε vary from 0.001 to 0.01 (Figs. 5g and
5h). We can see that the ideal ε is approximately
located in the range [0.003, 0.005] and in this range,
the accuracy of the algorithm is stable.

6 Conclusions
In this study, we propose a novel approach
to align domain-speciﬁc words in diﬀerent domains
for cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation, which is
called words alignment based on association rules
(WAAR). In our approach, we ﬁrst choose domainshared words and domain-speciﬁc words in two
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domains. We then establish a direct mapping relationship between domain-shared words and domainspeciﬁc words in the same domain using an association rule algorithm such as the Apriori algorithm. Finally, we establish an indirect mapping relationship
between domain-speciﬁc words in diﬀerent domains
to achieve alignment of domain-speciﬁc words from
the source domain to the target domain, with the
help of domain-shared words. In this way, the differences of two domains can be reduced to some extent, which is helpful for training an accurate crossdomain sentiment classiﬁer. By analyzing experimental results and time complexity, the eﬀectiveness
of our approach is veriﬁed.
From the results of our experiments, we also
ﬁnd that the improved accuracy of our approach for
cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation is lower in some
domains, possibly because the sentiment orientations
of some selected domain-shared words are quite different in diﬀerent domains. In the future, we plan
to solve the problem of sentiment orientation divergence in domain-shared words. In addition, we plan
to align domain-speciﬁc words in diﬀerent domains
based on graph spectral theory to improve the accuracy of the cross-domain sentiment classiﬁer. Finally,
we plan to use our approach to solve sentiment classiﬁcation problems from multiple source domains.
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